
Better Ball Format (#1/#4) 
 

Specific Rules for Better Ball Format: 
• Lowest handicapped golfer plays at scratch; other three golfers are given strokes based on 

differences in course handicap.  
• In each 9-hole match, the winning team receives one point; in halved matches, both teams 

receive ½ point.   
• To help with pace of play, golfers who have no chance on a particular hole should pick up 

but must record the score they most likely would have achieved (limited by ESC).  
 
Rules for Front 9 Better Ball Format (Single Best Ball):  
• Winner of the hole is determined by comparing the best individual net score of one 2-

person team versus the best individual net score of the other 2-person team. 
• In the case of a tie, the hole is halved.  There are no carryover holes. 
 
 Rules for Back 9 Better Ball (Single Best Ball with 2nd Ball for Ties):   
• Winner of the hole is determined in the following manner:  

o First, compare the best individual net score of one 2-person team versus the best 
individual net score of the other 2-person team.  

o If there is a lower net score, then that team wins the hole (regardless of what the 
remaining players scored).  

o If there is a tie, then proceed as follows:  
 Compare the 2nd individual net score of one team versus the 2nd individual 

net score of the other.  
 If there is a lower net score, then that team wins the hole.  
 If both of these scores are a tie, the hole is halved. There are no carryover 

holes.  
 
 
(See Other Side to Calculate Match Handicaps for Each Player) 
 

  



 

 

Better Ball Format Worksheet 
 

TEAM A 
 Name Course 

Handicap 
Match 

Handicap 
Player A1    
Player A2    

 
TEAM B 
 Name Course 

Handicap 
Match 

Handicap 
Player B1    
Player B2    

 

STEPS: 
1. Fill out chart with names and course handicaps 
2. Player with the lowest course handicap receives a zero match handicap 
3. Subtract the lowest course handicap from the remaining three players to determine 

their match handicap 
4. Take a scorecard and dot the corresponding number of the hardest holes for each of the 

three players who are receiving strokes.   
 

  


